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By Anlé Britz

On the 16th of June 2022, we commemorate 47 years since the Soweto Uprising. We recognise and pay tribute

to the thousands of students that stood their ground against the decision of the then Bantu Education

Department who enforced that Afrikaans were to be used on an equal basis with English as a language of

instruction in black secondary schools. While the march was peaceful, close to one thousand students lost their

lives in confrontations with the police. This day demands its place on our annual South African calendar as the

youth played a huge role in the liberation of South Africa.

Have you been to the Apartheid Museum in Johannesburg? If not, I highly recommend that you make your

way to Northern Park Way and Gold Reef Rd. While you might leave without words and a lump in your throat,

it is good to know where our history lies. It shapes and defines us and to shy away from  the hard truth and the

history that initiated so much change in our country. 

We say that the youth is the future of our generations, and we need to listen to what they have to say. They are

calling for change - change on how we live and how we treat our world. We see our youth stand up and speak

up on how we should build a world that is habitable and beautiful and peaceful for hundreds of years to come.

They use all forms of art, videos, photos, poetry, theatre, campaigns, protests and music to share their points of

views and exclaim their cries of fear for their futures. Are we seeing, are we listening and are we doing? We

should participate in changing the system today - not tomorrow. We do not have to sacrifice our youth for the

enforced power-driven systems and lifestyle that we conveniently live now. 

47 YEARS LATER

#ouryouth



By Talita Swarts

On the 1st of June I attended the exhibition 'Salon Afrique - a Homecoming Reimagined’ curated by Beathur

Mgoza Baker and Sara Bint Moneer Khan for the reopening of the District Six Museum Homecoming Centre’s

cultural venue. The exhibition explored themes of visibility, a safe passage and creating a homecoming away

from home that welcomes diverse identities from across Africa to commune and coexist under one roof, in

Cape Town.  

One of the artworks selected for this exhibition, was a work by the artist Scott Eric Williams titled:

Conversation.  The soft sculpture installation created with intricately woven shoelaces represents two women

joined together or connected through conversation. Williams created this textile artwork as an extension of his

continued meditation on urban space, intangible heritage, and collaborative art praxis. Intangible heritage he

explained as “the things we share on a cultural basis like food, music, and dance, that forms part of our makeup

as people.”  

I asked Scott to unpack the meaning behind this fascinating artwork, this is what he had to say: 

The artwork was started during ‘on-again-off-again’ lockdowns in 2021 on a residency initiated by Igsaan

Martin of Martin Projects, The Scheryn foundation, and Louisvale wine farm in Stellenbosch.  

“I usually create more abstract works in this shoelace sculpture medium but since we were reflecting on our

collective human condition during lockdown, I wanted to create something more figurative.”

#radicallooking

The artwork takes on the shape of two feminine heads facing

each other. The two heads are connected between more loosely

hanging braids at the bottom of each figure. 

“I wanted to represent the collaboration which will stimulate

reconnection in a post-lockdown world and so the strands

connecting the two figures really hint at the common threads

and equality which must exist in conversation for us to create

grounds for respectful collaboration.” 

Although the outline of the work takes on human forms

Williams retains his love for abstract by weaving patterns inside

the faces which are strongly inspired by aerial cartography.  

“At the end of the day I have an inescapable fascination with

space and so I reflect that interest in the patterns I’ve created

inside these two faces.” 



BASOTHO BLANKET STORYTELLING EVENT

#bijoupress

By Anlé Britz and Steven Sack

As the sun set to bring the day of the 10th of June to a close, we settled into our event shoes to present the very first

Basotho Blanket storytelling. The Bijou Press pulled out all her strings to host Steven Sack and our guests for an

evening to remember. Originally, we thought that we would be catering for only 14 guests, but by the time that we

counted all the seats, we had 30 seats to fill and 30 mouths to feed. No pressure. What a stunning evening it turned

out to be and we will for the future not settle for less.  Steven kicked off the evening with an amazing well-rehearsed

and curated story that kept our guests hanging on his lips for a whole hour. 

He unravelled this layered story where history of the Basotho blanket. It emerges out of intersecting human spaces.

The missionaries, the traders, merchants, manufacturers and designers of the blankets - and the consumers. All share

a joint responsibility in the creation of objects of material culture which have both symbolic significance and are

objects of daily use. However, there is a third almost invisible element: the earlier decorative and craft traditions of

pre-colonial Sotho culture.

Blankets have a secret language, associated with aspects of the symbolic, and spiritual and cultural values. European

traders would have had insight into aspects of this secret language. 

After the storytelling, our guests were served with a feast of winter inspired dishes and a glass of wine. We literally had

to close the door behind our guests at they did not want the evening to come to an end - neither did we. So, we

arranged one shortly after - stay tuned, this is only the beginning!



By Steven Sack 

From the 1860s until the present time, the blankets worn by the people of Lesotho have been designed through

a collaboration between local communities and the proprietors of the general trading stores in the region.

These stores were established by British traders who migrated south (often on the grounds of their health,

seeking drier warmer climates): families such as the Robertsons, the Frasers, the Kritzingers, who engaged with

the Sotho Royal family and various communities in the design of numerous commemorative  and everyday

blankets. The King’s birthday, the birth of a royal child, the anniversary of Lesotho’s independence, the visit of

the Pope: all of these occasions would elicit a design and manufacture of a new colour combination and a new

design. 

The traders often advised the manufacturers what to make. The most loved Seanamarena blanket is reported to

have been designed on the advice of Mrs Robertson, the store owner’s wife. For the first hundred years or so,

the manufacturers and designers were based in West Yorkshire in the United Kingdom, and would execute the

commission. Since the 1960s, this is done by designers and factories in South Africa. 

The wool industry and demand for wool was greatly influenced by the fashion industry, which could suddenly

cause wool prices to spike. How much wool to use would always be a question based on economic viability.

Wool was combined with cotton; but over time the use of synthetics increased, as these were invented and

manufactured; but, even now, most are at least 50% wool. 

YOUNG BASOTHO BLANKET DESIGNERS

COLLECTION FROM LESOTHO

#basothoblanket



In recent times, the Aranda Blanket Factory in Randfontein, have supported development programmes to find

new young designers. Later this month they will launch a new range of ten blankets, the Young Basotho

Designers Collection from Lesotho. 

The designs, illustrated here, whilst refreshingly new, create visual connections, in terms of pattern, colour and

symbols, to historic design precedents. The use of the ‘pin stripe’ the Basotho mokorotlo or hat, playing cards, 

 is accompanied by new symbols and new ways of using the capabilities of the same Jacquard looms that are

used at Aranda. 

The artist Simon Stone, below  photographed wearing the hat that appears in the Lithota blanket on the left. Its

known as the Tshetshe or perhaps the Matoelo. This one was bought at the Morija Museum and Archive. 

#basothoblanket



By Sarah Barret - Joburg 360

When the interior design of the new Constitutional Court budget was made available, Justice Albie Sachs and

Justice Yvonne Mokgoro, spent the entire budget on one artwork; a splendid tapestry called ‘Humanity’ by

Joseph Ndlovo. Their cap-in-hand request for more money was met with a stern ‘No’, and so the pair

approached local artist Cecil Skotnes, who gladly donated a wood panel called ‘Freedom’. In doing so, he started

a trend which resulted in over 600 works being added to the collection.

And what a glorious accompaniment to the court the art collection is. Albie Sachs says that art applies to

emotion and to the heart, whereas the law applies to intellect. How, then, to combine the two? The answer lies

in the collection’s themes of transition, social justice, human rights, constitutionalism, reparation and

reconciliation. Some of the artworks even represent the artists’ own lived experiences during Apartheid, and so

the relevance is palpable. A neon slogan of the Mozambican resistance movement keeps company with 8 slabs

of Zimbabwean granite representing the number of days spent in prison by Mandela and all those sentenced at

the Rivonia Trial; Bells of forgiveness are watched over by a pangolin made from cow hooves, and bones from

the Cradle of Humankind brush sides with the three-headed dog from Kentridge’s play ‘Ubu and the Truth

Commission’. Finally, a whimsical ‘Speaker of the House’ provides welcome relief from the harrowing stories

of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission depicted in ‘The man who sang and the woman who kept silent’,

colloquially known as The Blue Dress. 

The collection receives funding from philanthropic organisations in the USA. This enables the works to be

cleaned, restored, conserved and reframed where required. Works are rotated on a regular basis ensuring that

the display remains fresh. In addition to those in the public gallery, further works may be viewed on certain

days in the judges’ chambers, dining room, meeting rooms and library.

#constitutionalart



Art is also much in evidence in the architecture of the court building itself, where the lekgotla theme of ‘Justice

Under a Tree’ is played out in tree-trunk mosaic pillars, leaf chandeliers, light flooding into the building

through windows and skylights, and carpets reflecting shadows and the play of light on the forest floor. As

Andrew Makin, one of the court’s architects, described it: ‘The art is not applied, it is integrated. The building is

a product of the people of South Africa; of artisans, craftsmen, artists and architects. It is a real and material

expression of their freedom, dignity and equality, and of the human capacity to imagine and create’. Examples

of this can be seen in the colourful words ‘Constitution Court’ on the building’s facade, where the words are

represented in all 11 official languages and in their own unique font. Likewise, in the 8m high wooden entrance

doors on which the crafters have included carvings in all 11 official languages plus sign language and braille.

 

On June 16, our group of 18 took advantage of the site’s free access on Youth Day. Our visit included The Old

Fort and its ramparts, the No 4 prison, the Women’s prison as well as the Constitution Court with a focus on

some of the works in its art collection. It’s exciting to see renewed use of the Old Fort and its ramparts - which

now house a coffee shop called The Prison Kitchen as well as a state-of-the-art recording studio called Flame.

Mook Lion’s 2020 mural of Zolani from Freshly Ground juxtaposes the 1892 fort with the new developments at

this world-class heritage site.

An application has been submitted by Constitution Hill for World Heritage Site status. I hope it succeeds.

See the CCAC website here: https://ccac.concourttrust.org.za/

#constitutionalart



By Carol Brown – Curate.a.Space

After 2 years of low-key activity the Meta Foundation opened its doors to showcase the results of over 100 artists at

the last weekend of May. What a triumphant return it was. 

The 2 days were over subscribed and I can’t think of a single event held recently which had such an enormous and

joyous following. The atmosphere was that of a carnival where the crowds spilled onto the streets to wait for next free

shuttle which took them to each of the 7 studios. The sites visited were August House, Bag Factory Artists’ Studios,

Ellis House, Living Artists’ Emporium, LAPA at Breezeblock Transwerke Studios and Victoria Yards. 

Collectors mingled freely with students, tourists, art critics, children and I even saw the biggest and most elegant dog

I have ever seen cross paths with the smallest in someone’s pocket. Anything Goes. The atmosphere was highly

charged and equal to that of opening night at a large Art Fair. But it was not about the commercialism of the Art Fairs

but rather the love of art and connecting with the artists all of whom were present and approachable.

The studios are home to a wide-ranging group of artists both South African as well as from other countries in Africa.

There were sculptors, photographers, performance artists, textile artists and, although I spend a lot of time visiting art

galleries and events, I was excited to encounter new artists as well as see the latest creations by well-known artists all

of whom seem to have a renewed energy after the lockdown years.

#openstudiosjhb

JOHANNESBURG

End Street Studios at August House

http://curate.a.space/


I was so drawn into the event that 6 hours in the 4 floors of August House meant that it was time for refreshment so I

never made the other venues except for catching a fish and chips and glass of wine at Victoria Yards where most of

the participants ended up sitting in the sun and wandering around green and leafy garden and a few more studios to

the sounds of local musicians.

Here’s hoping the organisers repeat this event but if you are coming to Joburg on an ArtRoute Tour we can organise a

special appointment to visit the studios and experience the magical vibes hidden in the inner city.

Often gallery’s treasures are behind the scenes. As one recent American collector commented, ‘’they keep the best art

for their offices’’ – indeed one of the pieces he liked most was behind the desk of director Charles Shields – an oil of

the statue of liberty, called Construction by Nigel Mullins. 

The fun is often in the store-rooms; a German art buyer spotted one of Nic Bladen’s intricate botanical sculptures just

about to be shipped by Everard Read (they hope to find something similar for her soon). Another German art lover,

amusingly commented whilst being showed the art back of house at Stevenson “so this is your pension fund”, a few

moments later the quick witted gallerist commented ‘’this is the artist’s pension fund”.

Photos by El Herve

More about the event here: https://www.openstudios.joburg/

#openstudiosjhb

August House Victoria Yards 



By Richard Kilpert

On a rainy Saturday just after Youth Day, Zeitz MOCAA’s Centre for Art Education (CFAE) unveiled an exhibition of

grade 12 learners’. The exhibition is the culmination of a six-week-long project that commenced with a four-day

intensive workshop at the end of March 2022. Facilitated by newly qualified art teachers and museum educators, the

interactive sessions invited a select group of 19 learners from 11 schools across Cape Town to engage with the work

of South African artist Tracey Rose, currently on show at the museum until 28 August 2022.

 

Tracey Rose confronts social, religious and political dogmas, myths, histories, stereotypes and personal internal

struggles through the characters that she embodies in Ciao Bella. Inspired by the unapologetic and confrontational

nature of this work and others in the retrospective, the participants responded by making artworks of their own. The

artworks were completed over the ensuing six weeks with ongoing guidance by teachers and museum educators

 

Inspired by Rose’s own journey as an artist, her identity which is central to her practice and the seemingly chaotic

nature of her art-making processes, 19 unique creative voices have emerged questioning their identities as young

adults, expressing deeply held personal anxieties and negotiating a world in chaos. 

 

The expected role of an art teacher is to guide learners’ creative process and to encourage enquiry and exploration

of mediums and techniques. The seven teachers and mentors involved in this project have also chosen to make

artworks as part of this process. Teachers have become learners and the learners have proved themselves to be

insightful teachers. The accepted hierarchies and boundaries between learners and educators have been broken

down, leading all to walk the peripheries of their own identity.

 

As a Zeitz MOCAA visitor, you are invited to walk the peripheries with the artists. Closes Sunday, 31 July 2022

AN ARTISTIC RESPONSE TO TRACEY ROSE AT ZEITZ MOCAA

#walkingtheperipheries



By Anlé Britz

I joined in on a very special event at the beginning of June to celebrate the expectation of a brand new Artroute

member - though it might take about 20 years before he can join the team. Like mother like son, I believe.

I have been to my fair share of High Teas - even catered and hosted a couple of them in the past. Needless to say,

I had my reservations on just another collection of petit fours. Little did I know that a Royal Tea at the Granary

Café will kick my reservations to the curb. 

Allow me to set the scene...

We were seated in a nesting corner along one of the shimmering pillowed-glass windows designed by Thomas

Heatherwick, wrapping along the 6th floor of the Silo hotel. Towering over us from the sides, we are engulfed by

the romantic atmosphere set by the setting sun after a perfect winter's day.  Staring off with a welcome drink

inspired by a chilled version of The Silo Blend tea.  

A ROYAL-TEA EXPERIENCE

#food

With more than ten perfectly blended and curated teas, the decision is not a easy one - each their own piece of

art. I had to look no further than the elegant Jasmin Bai Hao - Scented Oolong tea as she screamed my name and

let me say she showed off her full beauty in both presentation and taste. As for the petit treats, my mouth watered

the moment they placed the wheel of delights in front of me (see my face of pure joy). Each of the carefully

crafted sweet and savoury bites bursts out in flavour and demand their place on your palette. I will not dive into

the detail of every bite as a new 'Royal' does not share all her secrets, but the treatment is real. The service is

phenomenal and the experience is one that will entice you to return in the very near future. Take my advice,

dress the part, you do not want to miss out on your photo opportunities.

Book your spot here: https://www.theroyalportfolio.com/the-silo/experiences/at/the-granary-cafe/



By Anlé Britz

I am almost ashamed to admit to it, but this month I finally visited my bucket-list vineyard for the first time...

drumroll please - Vrede en Lust. 

I have been wanting to visit this beautiful vineyard and drink their authentic wine since the Afrikaans film,

Semi Soet (Semi Sweet) hit the screens in 2012. The way that wine is celebrated from taking care of the ground,

the vine. the nurturing of the grapes, the harvest, the pressing, attention to detail in fermentation and lastly the

blending, bottling and labelling of every masterpiece. 

The scene: It is the perfect sunny, but chilly winters day after the first Cape Town storm. Walk through the

estate doors (stopping for a quick selfie) opening onto a terrace overlooking the vineyard. The season of

autumn lingers in making her mark in red and orange leaves all along the foothills of the Simonsberg. We took

a seat on the outdoor couches and started off the day with a bottle of bubbly to share - the bowing literally flew

over when the cork was popped. Once the first bubbles rolled over my tongue, I was ready to make my wine

dream experience come true. 

The tasting: I opted for the Flagship wine tasting (2 white wines and 3 red wines) what a joyful celebration of

everything wine. 

I fell in love with the Kogelberg Chenin Blanc leaving not only teardrops of quality behind on the walls of the

glass, but tears of joy on my heart. The Barrique, Pinot Noir and Cabernet Franc was exquisite and paired with

the day marvellously. We could not resist ordering a cheese and charcuterie platter to compliment the tasting

as a whole. It all came to a glorious close with the final tasting of their Flagship Boet Erasmus. 

They have an amazing wine tasting and paring menu - I shall be back. 

Book your tasting here: https://www.vnl.co.za/the-estate/tastings/

#wine

Peacefully eager 



By Roxanne Devonshire

      

This month we decided to focus on our youth as we celebrate Youth Day in South Africa on the 16th of June.

This is a very important day I believe as the youth is our future, the generation that will either make or break us.

We need to give special attention to them and celebrate their ability to adapt and survive. In nature being a

juvenile or young, means higher risk to die. Predators, natural selection and even the natural elements play a

role. Survival of the fittest is the law of nature and even siblings will fight each other to survive. Nature is

amazing however and never disappoints in ways in which animals are adapted or have special mechanisms to

promote their survival. 

I decided to first focus on a few mammal species that can be found in our beautiful bush and the amazing ways

in which they are either adapted to help their young survive or how the juveniles are adapted to help with their

survival. One of my favourite mammal species are Cheetahs and how the cubs are adapted to be camouflaged in

the bush. They have a grey strip of hair that grows on their back as well as some grey tufts of hair around their

neck and on their head which let them look like honey badgers. Honey badgers are tough, and hardy and most

predators will leave a honey badger alone and this helps the cubs to survive in the wild. The colouration also

helps them to blend in better with their environment. Baby leopard species are another example of mammal

species that also change their fur for camouflage. When they are small their spots are more closely spaced and

darker which makes them blend easier into the shadows under ‘n tree. This camouflage helps the mother

leopard to keep them safe until they are older. 

“Follow me” signs are also another amazing way in which animals have colour adaptation to show the younger

animals where to follow the group or the parents. For instance, warthogs have a whole litter to look after. Their

young are born in spring when grasses are tall and easy to get lost in. The parents use their tails erect like an

aerial with small tufts of hair to show the young where to escape to. We all have seen this in action. Other

animals that also use their tails as “follow me” signs include lions and leopards. The Lions have a small tuft of

black hair and leopards have a white tuft of hair at the end of their tails that when held upright, the cubs can

follow. 

YOUTHFUL NATURE

#nature



Juvenile birds are very difficult to identify as their colouration is not as specific as when they are older. They are

mostly dull in colour and look like the females and helps them to avoid predators and help them to survive.

They go through a few different processes before having their permanent plumage. They first have their

moulting plumage at birth which is mostly brown or grey if they are born with feathers. Most hatchlings are

born without any feathers or plumage. After being a hatchling for a few weeks they then move into their next

phase and are called nestlings where they might grow feathers. After being a nestling for a while they start to

develop their first-year plumage and are then only seen as juveniles. Birds that are born without any feathers

need more care from their parents to stay warm, while other bird species are born with feathers, and they are

able to forage for their own food after only being a few hours old such as some duck species. The juveniles are

kicked out of the nest and must learn all the necessary survival skills. Some parents will still stay close to the nest

and where the juveniles are and can even help with feeding periodically and to help teach them some necessary

skills to survive. 

It is a very special sight to see the amazing and beautiful young animals that our wildlife has to offer in South

Africa. The best time to come and see young mammals and animals will be in Spring as mating season is mostly

in wintertime. Some species can have young any time of the year and it is always a delight to search for these

special sights in nature. These juveniles only stay small for such a limited time and is therefore so special to

tressure and enjoy. 

Here are some links to photos of young animals found in South Africa that will absolutely melt your heart. We

hope to see you soon searching for a glimpse of the future that the South African bush or our beautiful gardens

and natural areas have to offer.

Celebrating Africa’s Wild Babies - Africa Geographic - https://africageographic.com/stories/celebrating-africas-

wild-babies-2019/#5

Baby Animals In South Africa In The Rainy Season | The Great Projects -

https://www.thegreatprojects.com/blog/south-africa-s-cutest-baby-animals-why-you-should-explore-this-

incredible-country-in-the-rainy-season

#nature

https://africageographic.com/stories/celebrating-africas-wild-babies-2019/#15
https://www.thegreatprojects.com/blog/south-africa-s-cutest-baby-animals-why-you-should-explore-this-incredible-country-in-the-rainy-season


By Tamlyn Martin

      

Yesterday I did a morning of training on the Regio approach to early childhood learning at the world-renowned

Loris Malaguzzi centre in the beautiful town of Regio Emilia. In fact, this little town has thrived over the last 90

yrs due to its extraordinary civic focus on early childhood development, the municipality quite literally invests

whole heartedly into the radical care and development of the communities children, especially between the ages

2 to 6. 

Their approach is defined by an extreme respect for the innate intelligence and inquisitive ability in young

learners who are seen as researchers and investigators rather than vessels needing to be filled with pre-existing

knowledge. The method requires a unique type of teaching or facilitation that requires the educator to look at

the world through the exploratory eyes of the child and create learning provocations that build agency,

autonomy, resilience and most importantly a passion for learning based on curiosity and experimentation. 

Over the last 2 weeks the word “Attenzione” used how we would use the word careful has been jumping at me...

almost like a scolding word! But after yesterday’s training I now realise that this boldly passionate use of this

phrase is central to this type of learning which hinges on an extreme type of mindfulness, observation, analysis

and non-stop questioning. 

Being fully present and nourishing the child and the community through being respectfully present and

witnessing, documenting and discussing what is happening around you in an openminded way. Not surprising

that educator's pilgrim here to refine their professional practice from across the world. As you can guess from

the pictures this attention is also manifested in exquisite artistic learning instillation... beauty, order and

curatorship being central to their Ateliers, or learning laboratories. I’m training to become an Atelierista or the

artist that runs one of these spaces and the projects emanating from these. Hoping to make it for all types and

ages of learning to learn. 

ARTROUTE BREAKS FROM THE BORDERS OF SA

#abroad



Mono-printing kids style  with Talita Swarts- The Bijou Press - 15 July 2022

We invite your kids to explore the fun and beauty of mono-printing. Join us in the studio and see how their

creativity expand. 

Session 1: 5-8 years @ 14:00 - 15:00

Session 2: 9-12 years @ 15:30 - 17:00

At The Bijou, 178 Lower Main Rd, Observatory

Tickets include something to chew and sip on

New exhibition at WAM: WJK @ WAM & Wits 100: William Kentridge artworks from WAM
collections - open from 21 June – 12 August 2022
William Kentridge is an international artist who is highly regarded for his amazing body of work stretching over 40

years. This exhibition is bound to be an amazing event bring together works rom the Wits Art Museum collection

and many early works which have not been seen recently and which inform his current practice. Seeing the

evolution of a brilliant mind is a very special experience and we are fortunate to see this in Joburg. Make sure you

see it and , if you are planning a visit to Joburg make sure you organise your dates around this.

The Story of Basotho Blankets with Steven Sack - The Bijou Press -  1 July 2022

The history of the Basotho blanket emerges out of intersecting human spaces. The missionaries, the traders,

merchants, manufacturers and designers of the blankets - and the wearers. All share a joint responsibility in the

creation of objects of material culture which have both symbolic significance and are objects of daily use. 

However there is a third almost invisible element: the earlier decorative and craft traditions of pre-colonial Sotho

culture.

Join us at 18:00 for storytelling with a dinner and a glass of wine.

Get your tickets here: https://qkt.io/basothoblanketstorytelling

Linoleum printing workshop with Talita Swarts - The Bijou Press - 30 July 2022

Break the winter blues and participate in creating something beautiful. This is the hobby that you have dreamt

about finding. Carve, roll, and transfer all in one workshop.

At The Bijou, 178 Lower Main Rd, Observatory

Tickets include snacks and a glass of wine.

#happenings

https://www.whatsonincapetown.com/post/cape-town-carnival/
https://www.whatsonincapetown.com/post/sunset-concert-cape-town-philharmonic-orchestra/


book
now
Y O U R  B E S P O K E  T O U R  A N D
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A W A I T S

bookings@artroute.capetown
082 091 0859
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www.artroute.co.za
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